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A historic Manhattan building houses the third Edition hotel
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It's not as if Rockwell Group had been charged with transforming the Chrysler Building into a hotel but in reimagining the iconic Metropolitan Life Insurance tower as the New York Edition, the locally based firm picked up quite a gauntlet. Once Manhattan's tallest skyscraper and modeled on St Mark's Campanile in Venice's Piazza San Marco, the building is distinguished by a cupola with porthole-shaped windows and a four-sided clock that's acted as a beacon on the skyline for decades.

And though working on one of the city's foremost heritage buildings is an exciting opportunity and "a very rare chance," says partner Shawn Sullivan, "it does come with complications." Chief among the challenges: the unusual floor plates of the 1909 office building, which created more than a dozen different guestroom layouts to work with.

"Every Edition has unique solutions to different design and architecture problems," says hotelier Ian Schrager, who created the brand that's managed by Marriott International. Each of the properties that have opened thus far (in London, Istanbul, and Miami Beach) "have the same attitude, ethos, and approach," he adds, "but are all distinctive visually and with a different feel and different offerings."

Sullivan and his team (in collaboration with Schrager's in-house team) started with the similarities. "The guideposts are to use high-quality materials in simple, modern ways—to reinterpret luxury," he says. "For New York, Ian had a very poetic inspiration for the tower to feel like a classic Manhattan apartment building" with beautiful molding, large rooms, and ornate paneling. "We wanted concrete, but thick and hand-rubbed: plaster, but not decorative."

Visitors step into a lobby clad in timeless materials...
materials: limestone floors, concrete window casings, plaster walls, and beamed ceilings.

“Everything here is new,” Sullivan explains, “but it’s suggestive of what might have been.” Custom coffee tables and chairs are inspired by 1920s designers like Jean-Michel Frank: off to the left a mahogany desk and paneling mark the reception area; to the right, a bar featuring Schrager’s signature striking glowing backbar, made from amber-colored glass with an acrylic diffuser, is lined with barstools upholstered in bright green velvet and dark brown leather. The lobby’s most dramatic piece, however, is a winding solid wood stair wrapped in a swooping shell of plaster. “It’s a feature staircase but with no bells and whistles,” says Sullivan.

The stairs lead to Clocktower restaurant by restaurateur Stephen Starr, laid out as a series of paneled rooms with original architectural details such as fireplaces, plaster ceilings, and extensive millwork.

“We restored everything, then came up with a concept for the restaurant that was all about intimacy,” says Sullivan. Diners are greeted by a billiards lounge with amethyst accents. To the right is a circular gold-leafed bar presided over by an opalescent globe chandelier. To the left are the dining rooms
5. Vintage photography lines the walls above the wainscoting in the sapphire-toned dining room.

6. An iridescent globe chandelier hangs above the circular gold-leafed bar.

7. A mahogany desk and paneling sit under beamed ceilings in the reception area.
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in ruby, emerald, and sapphire tones, all laden with photos and paintings hanging above the wainscoting and revolving around a different central theme (New York artists and musicians, say, or edgy city life). “The art brings each room to life,” he adds.

The 273 guestrooms, by contrast, are an exercise in minimalism with neutral palettes enhanced by dark walnut headboards, plank flooring, and contoured ceilings designed to echo the building’s original vaulting. “We obsessed over details like these,” Sullivan says. “The finish, hand, and polish of all of the surfaces were incredibly important.”
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